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The rich, glorious and exhausted history of the Indian Silver Jewelry are flowing continuously from last five
thousand years, exploring his glory in the domestic as well as the world stage.

June 30, 2009 - PRLog -- The rich, glorious and exhausted history of the Indian Silver Jewelry are flowing
continuously from last five thousand years, exploring his glory in the domestic as well as the world stage.
The Silver Jewelry of India has its marvelous ancient history adopting the latest and new trends to meet out
with the fashion and growing industry. Silver work in India reflects the unique combination of tradition and
modern, contemporary aesthetics that leave the buyers spellbound with its ethnic beauty. 

And you can view all the products here also http://www.shankarsilvex.com

Customer delightment is dear to us. We strive in fulfilling their dreams, aspirations and hopes of possessing
the best quality jewellery that makes you feel like a mogul! This is done by providing a creative
environment for our in-house designers & craftsmen and fostering quality standards at every level to deliver
the best. 

Our handmade silver jewellery collection, offers you distinctive and customized designs for both men and
women. Be it classic or a contemporary style, Shankar Silvex brings to you a wide variety of sterling silver
jewellery that stays beyond time!

Available at very affordable prices, sterling silver jewellery by Shankar Silvex has unique designs that go
with the trends and fashion statements worldwide. Exporting to over 30 different countries, our customer
base spreads across the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, Germany, Canada ,Thailand,
Bangkok, Singapore, Malaysia, India, Nepal and China. We also extend our supplies to big departmental,
chain stores of silver jewellery in Germany, Norway, France, the United States and Japan.

Our silver jewellery collection owns a wide range of precious and semi precious gemstones, colored stones
and plain sterling silver incarnated into fine pendants, bracelets, earrings, antique anklets, bangles, rings
and necklaces. We also specialize in 925 sterling silver jewelry, amber jewelry, silver cross jewellery,
Hawaiian jewellery, Montana silver jewellery, opal jewellery and silver jewelry catalog.

Our quality and prices have been appreciated and adorned by our customers for decades. We can be reached
anytime through our e-mail support. We offer our best prices and quality gemstones to our customers and
believe in delighting them with new styles and designs.

Timely delivery and accuracy in meeting our customer’s expectations has been our finesse for long! The
workmanship and quality process that we endure help us in achieving our mission. We can be reached
anytime through our e-mail support.

Abstract, versatile and elegant jewellery for your loved ones is the best gift ever! We offer the best prices
and quality silver jewellery in the industry and believe in fascinating them with modern and traditional
designs. You can book gifts for your loved ones or even place an order for corporate gifts! For more details
on bookings, contact us at info@shankarsilvex.com or here http://www.shankarsilvex.com

--- End ---
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Manufacturers
Link https://prlog.org/10270280
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